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Contractor Connect
A Housing New Zealand quarterly update for its head
contractors and their subbies

NEW-LOOK NEIGHBOURHOOD: A collaborative effort resulted in a new-look neighbourhood in the Stokes Valley.

Joining forces for Stokes Valley clean up
Two streets in Stokes Valley got a spruce-up in early July thanks to a group of young aspiring leaders,
community members and Housing New Zealand staff and contractors.
“For the last few years the Aspiring Leaders Forum has done a
street clean-up in the area and this year we joined forces and
helped out,” says Housing New Zealand area manager Stephen
Wilson. “We have a few properties in the area so it made sense
for us to play a helping hand.”
Also lending a hand on the day was Rhys Finlay Contracting, a
building company that does a significant amount of Housing
New Zealand work in the area through head contractor
Programmed Facility Management (PFM).
“Basically we just do the odd thing like that to help the
community,” Rhys Finlay says. “We see quite a lot of troubled
youth with the work we do so it’s good to do your bit. A lot of
our guys also live in Stokes Valley so it’s nice to give back in your
local neighbourhood.”
Rhys dedicated two of his 21-strong team to participate on the
day.
“We did a lot of fencing work around the properties, trimming
back fence posts and re-fixing a lot of fencing that had been
vandalised.”

It was work that was appreciated by locals in the area.
“We actually fielded a phone call from a property owner
afterwards who said ‘hey look, thanks a lot, that’s really tidied
things up’.”
PFM also approached Dulux to secure paint and brushes for the
day.
“We donated 30 litres of paint and
Dulux also came to the party and
donated 100 litres, plus brushes,”
says PFM Operations Manager
Dave Brown.

“Hey look, thanks
a lot, that’s really
tidied things up”

The Aspiring Leaders Forum, Stokes Valley Community House,
Housing New Zealand and Hutt City Council came together to
support the clean-up.
The Aspiring Leaders Forum is a programme for young people
that aims to help develop and support future leaders. One
hundred and sixty young people aged 18 to 25 from across New
Zealand take part in the programme.
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Team effort helps former refugees show true colours

A group of former refugees has this month participated in a painting workshop that could open the door to
new jobs while also helping address a shortage of painters in the Wellington region.
And it’s all thanks to the enthusiasm and combined efforts of
the NZ Red Cross, Programmed Facility Management (PFM),
Solutrades, Dulux and Housing New Zealand.
The workshop, which started on August 22, kicked off with a
joint induction carried out by Housing New Zealand and its paint
supplier Dulux at Dulux’s Lower Hutt premises.
The operation then moved to a four-bedroom Housing New
Zealand property in Stokes Valley where PFM’s Exterior Paint
Co-ordinator Daniel Smith, and staff from Wellington property
maintenance company Solutrades, took the workshop attendees
through the process of painting a Housing New Zealand home.
Solutrades also used the workshop as an opportunity to assess
the skill and potential of the attendees and will look to employ at
least two or three of the former refugees.
As well as helping with induction, Dulux supplied the paint and a
painting kit for each of the course participants, and co-ordinated
WA Stroud to provide training in spray painting techniques.
Other methods covered during the workshop included preparation
(sanding and scraping), priming and brush painting.
“We looked at the skills on offer and will
potentially be employing at least one or two
new people and taking them through from
scratch if they want to make a career out
of painting. We have more than a hundred
houses to paint so we certainly need more
painters. We already employ around half
a dozen former refugees from Burma and
they’re the most reliable and humble people.
It’s a real pleasure to be able to help them;
they’re so thankful and they give back by working really hard.”
Ben Petit, Director, Solutrades Ltd

“This workshop has really given these former
refugees a great opportunity. I’ve got one
guy who has five years of overseas painting
experience and all he wants to do is paint in
New Zealand but it’s hard for him because
his English isn’t up to that of a native New
Zealander. But if he can get in and show he’s
a good painter, other things will fall into place
around him. Everyone involved has been so
keen to help out, which is really cool. It would
be excellent if we could do it again next year, and perhaps replicate
it around the country. It really gives these former refugees the sense
that they’re contributing to society, but also getting ahead with their
own lives as well.”

GEARED FOR ACTION: Former refugees and workshop recipients (L-R)
Nixon Triana Lozano (Colombia), Hla Aye (Mayanmar), Tanveer Khair
Mohammad (Afghanistan), Rangashri Ranganathan (Sri Lanka) and Zin Mar
Oo (Myanmar) with their painting kits from Dulux.

The former refugees who took part hailed from countries ranging
from Sri Lanka and Afghanistan to Myanmar and Colombia.
Awesome teamwork!
“We looked at it from the perspective that
we need more painters in Wellington and
this is one way of potentially growing that
workforce. We also like to do a range of
social projects (one of the things we do is
paint all the DOC huts around New Zealand
for free) and this workshop fitted in very well
with that community process. We supplied
the participants with a full kit – brushes and
overalls so they were all kitted out and ready
to go.”
Paul Mackay, Contracts Manager – Trade, Dulux

“This all grew out of a conversation with
Matt Fyffe from Housing New Zealand
who brought everyone together. We had
our painters on-site to help and assess the
work and there’s now the strong possibility
of taking people on through our contractor
Solutrades. We struggle to find enough
painters to complete our programmes in
Wellington. So this is potentially a great
way to train and bring more people through
into painting.”
Shane Hatfield, Senior Contract Manager, Programmed Facility
Management, Wellington

Alan Taylor, Employer Liaison (Pathways to Employment),
NZ Red Cross

See page 9 to read about the New Zealand Red Cross award presented to Matt Fyffe, Housing New Zealand’s PBMC Continuous
Improvement Manager, for his work helping support former refugees into employment.
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GRATEFUL THANKS: Housing New Zealand tenant Tinna Dockery was thrilled to present this quarter’s Star Subbie Award to the Edwards & Hardy team who
made the re-roofing of her house a positive experience.

Congratulations Edwards and Hardy Ltd
This quarter the Star Subbie Award is presented to a
roofing crew from Edwards and Hardy Ltd: MichaelAngelo Mercurio, Ronnie Basal and Melvinrick
Adarayan.
The skilled trio, who hail from the Philippines, were recently
involved in a two-week job to re-roof the Christchurch home of
Housing New Zealand tenant Tinna Dockery.
“I’ll remember those guys for a long time,” says Tinna, whose
12-year-old son has autism and Tourette syndrome. “They were
lovely – so polite and considerate of my boy’s special needs.”
Tinna, a mum-of-three who has lived in the home for around 14
years, says their work ethic was incredible.
“Just before my son was due home they’d be down off the ladder,
shut the gate, and make sure all the tools and screws were out of
the way. And when they finally finished the job there wasn’t one
crumb of tile left…anywhere.”

and Hardy and was interested to learn this particular team had
come from the Philippines to work on the Christchurch rebuild and
had been treated very poorly by other companies when they first
arrived.”
But Grant says that since being employed by Edwards and Hardy,
they’ve proved themselves a star team.
It’s a claim Edwards and Hardy Ltd’s South Island Manager Paul
Else can vouch for.
“This team never fails to impress and they have absolute respect
for everyone. It’s fantastic to see their efforts recognised,
particularly after they were so unfairly disadvantaged when they
first arrived.”
Brilliant stuff Michael-Angelo, Ronnie and Melvinrick – keep up
the outstanding work!

But more than that, this outstanding team of tradies went above
and beyond the call of duty.
“One time I pulled up in the driveway and started to unload the
groceries and one of them just whizzed down so fast and said ‘no,
I’ll help you’. They were that humble – they wouldn’t even accept
a drink and only used the toilet if they really needed to. They were
such happy workers, humming and singing, and after they left it
was a strange feeling. It was so quiet and I was actually quite sad –
no more waving and laughing!”
Switched On Group is Housing New Zealand’s head maintenance
contractor in Christchurch and Services Manager Grant McEwen
says he was delighted to receive a call from Tinna Dockerty.
“She felt they were a shining example of a contractor going the
extra mile to ensure the customer is looked after,” Grant says.
“After hearing from her, I rang to relay the feedback to Edwards

SWEET TREAT: Tinna had noticed the lads always enjoyed a Tim Tam during
their breaks. So special effort was made to ensure they also received a
packet of their favourite bikkies.
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A FAMILY AFFAIR: (L-R) Jack Rogers’ wife Heather, son Craig, Jack, daughter Jen Rogers, and Percy Busby – a Rogers and Rogers Stalwart who has worked with Jack
since the age of 16.

Contractor Q&A
Rogers and Rogers Plumbing has been carrying
out Housing New Zealand work in Northland for
more than three decades and been in business for
the best part of half a century. It’s a family affair,
with Jack Rogers’ adult children also involved in
the company and set to continue his legacy when
he and wife Heather eventually retire. Contractor
Connect talks to Jack about the geographical
challenges of working in Northland, achieving topnotch work and supporting potential young tradies.
CC: You’ve done Housing New Zealand work for around
32 years. As a business, to what extent are you geared to
that work?
JR: I would say around 45 per cent of the work we do
is for Housing New Zealand – it’s a substantial amount.
We’ve been pretty much Housing New Zealand from a very
early stage, working through various contracts and head
contractors. In the beginning it was a perfect launching pad
for me to start up a business and get on board with a largerthan-normal client. Starting as a one-man-band it was work
I was able to do full-time on my own.

CC: So from being a sole operator in the early days, how
big is Rogers and Rogers Plumbing now?
JR: I now have 14 staff; four clerical and ten tradies,
including plumbers, drain layers and roofers.
CC: And are you still on the road?
JR: No, I’m locked in the back office with two telephones,
two screens and a Navman – directing traffic from there!
While we’re despatching work we’re also taking jobs and
doing quotes. These days it’s a full time job for two people
just co-ordinating the work.
CC: How challenging is the geography when you service
Northland?
JR: In the far north it’s very, very geographically spread
out. You’ve got miles and miles of distance from one
settlement to another so we’ve kitted out our vans like
mobile workshops – you have to have everything in them
that you might need for a job. We have work in Kaitaia,
going through to Cape Reinga, in Kaikohe (with the
Hometech programme), Kerikeri, Kamo… Technology has
made things easier with tools like Navman and better
cellphone coverage. We have around 245 houses in our
region but the spread of them means you have to run for
your money.
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Contractor Q&A cont…
CC: How hard is it to sustain a business long-term with a
reasonably small population to serve?
JR: The key for us is to retain existing clients and to
treat them all the same – whether they’re a Housing New
Zealand tenant or a private sector client. You don’t have a
huge population base so you need repeat business…and
that’s basically about providing quality workmanship and
customer satisfaction.
CC: How do you keep your finger on the pulse and ensure
that quality workmanship occurs?
JR: All my staff carry cameras and take a before and after
shot at every job they do, so I have a photographic history
of all my clients’ properties. That means when I’m sending
someone to a job, I can already tell them what sort of pump
or water mixer has failed so they can tell, then and there,
whether they have the right equipment on board for the
job. Nine times out of ten they do. Keeping a photo library
also means my staff have to self-audit because they know
the images have to come back to me, and get past me too!
Doing that gives us a handle on workmanship and quality.
It also means we get very little in the way of negative
maintenance feedback from Housing New Zealand. And
when we do get something, it becomes a Court of Enquiry!

CC: Your children are qualified, work in the business and
will take over from you. But you’ve also put a lot of time
and effort into supporting new apprentices.
JR: Yes, I’ve probably put about a dozen apprentices
through the business. It’s a key thing for me. I also work
with Kaitaia College’s Gateway Programme which gives
Year 11 and 12 students the chance to go out into the
workforce and learn about different trades. They can go for
a ride with the guys, sometimes they help with lifting and
carting stuff. They get moved around to spend time with
the roofing and plumbing staff. From there they can make
a better call about what they want to do, and we can get a
good look at them too and see what potential they have.
CC: And do you consider yourself a good boss?
JR: Two of my clerical staff have been with me for more
than 22 years and my very first apprentice is now in his 50s
and is still with me. I’m a pushover as a boss!
CC: Work and the business have been a huge part of your
life. Is retirement calling?
JR: Eventually I’d like to retire full-time, but even now,
at 66, I still enjoy coming to work and being active in the
business. And while I’m office-bound Monday to Friday, on
the weekends I’m in gumboots, track pants and a woolly
hat in the garden from morning till dark!
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SCHOOL NOT THE ONLY ROUTE TO SUCCESS: James Tohill wishes he’d stayed on at school but, despite leaving early, he now has a solid work history, is highly
experienced and has carved out a successful career with Spencer Henshaw Ltd.

Ditching school opens door to successful career
James Tohill readily admits school wasn’t his thing.
At 15, he pulled the plug and left.
But not before Rosmini College’s then-principal had taken him
aside and asked his disillusioned student what he wanted to do
with his life.
“I just said I like working with my hands,” says the practicallyminded father-of-three.
As luck would have it, his headmaster was acquainted with Terry
Henshaw; owner of one half of what would later become Spencer
Henshaw Ltd (SHL).
The result was an entry point into the building and maintenance
trade for Auckland-based James.
“I started on the broom, helping out the guys who knew what they
were doing and just being the ‘bum boy’ really! Then I moved on
to the small things and went from there.”
Thirteen years on, and still aged just 28, James now has more
than a decade’s experience on and off the tools and is a valued
employee at Spencer Henshaw Ltd.
“They took me back more than once in the early years after a
couple of hiccups, and I’ll forever be grateful for that,” says James.
“I’ve been here since I was 16 and there’s a real family culture – it’s
a good number I’ve got!”
These days the keen rugby league follower works as a Responsive
Scope Co-ordinator for SHL, head maintenance contractor for four
Housing New Zealand regions.

“So I’m out meeting with contractors, managing any issues and
variations, overseeing compliance and health and safety and,
towards the end of the jobs, checking for quality.”
And while many shy away from challenging work, it’s the complex
stuff that James thrives on.
“I love the upgrade work we do on Community Group Housing,”
he says by way of example. “You’ve got 12 to 15 contractors, strict
timeframes to avoid disrupting the residents…your phone just
doesn’t stop, and I love that.”
James’ skills are sought elsewhere around the business too.
“I’m always being nominated for extra stuff! I’m on the Health and
Safety Committee for my team and I’m involved in trialling a new
Health and Safety app at the moment,” he says. “Much as I hate
all the meetings, I do enjoy being the guy everyone wants at these
things!”
While the keen fisherman admits he would see school through
to the end if he had his time again, his advice to young people
considering an apprenticeship is simple.
“I’d say go for it, 100 per cent. Yes I left school early, but I’ve got
to where I am now. I have mates who stayed at school, went to
university and got degrees, but it hasn’t got them far at all. Once
you’ve got your trade qualification, you’ve got it for life.”
Spencer Henshaw Ltd is Housing New Zealand’s head maintenance
contractor for Housing New Zealand’s Northland, North/West
Auckland, Central Auckland and South Auckland 2 regions.

“I scope the jobs and then see them right through to completion,”
explains James, who estimates he spends around 60 per cent of
his time on the road.
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Carpet with a conscience has floors, and CO2, covered
Every month Godfrey Hirst produces hundreds of thousands of square metres of carpet at
its manufacturing plant in Manukau, south Auckland.
And in the 2015/16 financial year, more than 350,000m2 of that
carpet made its way into almost 9,000 Housing New Zealand
homes, making them warmer and more comfortable.
But now, according to Godfrey Hirst Production Manager Glynn
Jones, the floor covering is not only benefitting Housing New
Zealand’s homes and tenants, but the wider environment too.
“Over the past six years we’ve been working to minimise or
eliminate any process in the production of our carpet that
generates carbon dioxide,” says Glynn, who has worked in the
industry for four decades. “So that’s involved things like putting
in energy-efficient lighting and making sure our generators and
compressors are the right size for the plant.”
The hard work has paid off, with the company’s Manukau plant
now achieving carbon neutral accreditation (ISO14064).
“Apart from the environmental benefit, we’ve probably also
saved hundreds of thousands of dollars by taking energy-saving
steps that have driven down our operating costs. So it’s a winwin,” Glynn says.
Godfrey Hirst also offsets the carbon emissions produced by its
transporters, meaning the delivery of its products has no impact
on the environment when it comes to CO2 either.
Housing New Zealand’s PBMC Continuous Improvement
Manager Matt Fyffe says news of the accreditation was pleasing.
“It’s an outstanding result that’s obviously taken Godfrey Hirst a
fair bit of work over a sustained period to achieve, but been well
worth the effort,” Matt says. “And from Housing New Zealand’s
point of view, we’re pleased to know the carpet we’re putting
into our homes has been produced in an environmentallysensitive way. Our congratulations to Glynn and his team.”

CARBON NEUTRAL: Godfrey Hirst Production Manager Glynn Jones with
the accreditation certifying the Manukau plant’s carbon neutral status.

Did you know?
•

Godfrey Hirst has been manufacturing in
New Zealand for more than 28 years, 18 of
those at the Manukau plant.

•

Around 140 people work at the Manukau
plant, with 110 of those employed on the
‘shop floor’.

•

Half of the carpet they produced in New
Zealand is wool and the majority of that
wool is grown in New Zealand, supporting
local farmers.

•

Godfrey Hirst also has wool and yarnproducing premises in Lower Hutt, Oamaru
and Dannevirke.

Feedback, suggestions, comments?
If you wish to contact us about this newsletter, please email: janine.kendall@hnzc.co.nz
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HNZ supports new meth standards
committee
Housing New Zealand has been
selected to sit on an important new
committee focused on improving
standards around methamphetamine
(meth) management.
New standards will provide more clarity and clearer guidelines
to those involved in the meth decontamination process –
including contractors.
In May, the New Zealand Standards Approval Board gave
the committee the thumbs up to develop a standard (NZS
8510) that will cover testing and remediation of properties
contaminated by the manufacture or use of meth.
Housing New Zealand Project Manager New Construction,
Andrew Rose, will bring his experience of working with
laboratories and contractors on the testing, decontamination
and reinstatement of the Corporation’s properties to the table.
“The standards committee is an important piece of work as it
will benefit all of those impacted by this harmful drug – from
government agencies and private owners, through to the
building, maintenance and repair industries,” says Andrew.
“This is all about ensuring homes across the country are clear of
contaminants and safe to live in,” he says, adding that a clearer
framework for decontamination will provide the Corporation
and its contractors with a point of reference when they need to
undertake decontamination work.
The current standard guidelines were written to address meth
‘cooking’ and not use, meaning they are not entirely suitable for
the contamination that occurs through use of meth.

ON THE COMMITTEE: Housing New Zealand’s Andrew Rose has been
appointed to a committee that will establish a new standard for the testing
and remediation of properties contaminated by methamphetamine.

“The Ministry of Health guidelines were written a while ago. At
that time it wasn’t predicted that consumption would be at the
levels that it has reached. For this reason the guidelines do not
cover all they need to,” he says.
“With the rising impact of this harmful drug we have had to
take decisive action to beat its negative impact on our society.
Developing the new standard is a critical step towards this – we
need clear, simple standards that are easily interpreted and
implemented.”

Meth update at PBMC forum

Housing New Zealand’s Methamphetamine Programme gave an update to PBMC head
contractors at this month’s health and safety forum.
Charlie Mitchell, who heads up the programme, shared key updates, milestones and achievements with around 30
attendees.
“It was particularly worthwhile hearing their main concerns and questions around how we are managing meth,” says
Charlie. “This led to some frank and robust conversation, which gave us insights into the key considerations they have
around health and safety for their contractors.”
The team will send a summary of questions and answers to attendees and has asked that each health and safety
representative shares this information with their contractors.
Housing New Zealand will present updates on a regular basis at this forum and invites all contractors to send through
their questions, via their representative, to be answered.
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Red Cross recognises HNZ work to support former refugees
In late June Housing New Zealand was recognised
by the New Zealand Red Cross for its work helping
former refugees into employment.
The Red Cross’ Pathways to Employment Programme (P2E)
helps to prepare former refugees for work in New Zealand and
assists them to find jobs.
Since September last year PBMC Continuous Improvement
Manager Matthew Fyffe, the award recipient, has been
identifying ways to bring Housing New Zealand’s suppliers
and maintenance contractors, and the Red Cross programme,
together.
“The amount of maintenance and building work happening
across the country means our contractors often need more
staff,” Matt says. “And because of their backgrounds and their
wish to settle and make a new life, former refugees are typically
enthusiastic, hard working and keen to learn. So it makes sense
to bring the two together; it’s a win-win really.”
Pathways to Employment Assessor/Advisor Claire Speedy told
those assembled at the celebratory Auckland event that Matt’s
work with the programme so far had been hugely beneficial.
“Matt has proactively supported our programme by opening the
door to a broad network of Housing New Zealand contractors
and sub-contractors across New Zealand. This has resulted
in many excellent leads and exciting opportunities for P2E
jobseekers who specialise in the trades.”
Matt received his award from the evening’s guest speaker,
former squash champ and current Race Relations Commissioner
Dame Susan Devoy.

Prestige brings it home!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: Dame Susan Devoy presented Matt Fyffe with the
Red Cross award acknowledging Housing New Zealand’s support of their
Pathways to Employment Programme.

Do you think you may have an employment opportunity
for a former refugee? Contact Matt Fyffe who will help
connect you with the New Zealand Red Cross’s Pathways
to Employment Programme: Matthew.fyffe@hnzc.co.nz.

Last issue we reported on head PBMC contractor
Prestige Ltd making it to the finals of the 2016 New
Zealand Workplace Health and Safety Awards with
their ‘Post Puller’ device.
And this issue we’re pleased to report that they did indeed take
out their category (SICK New Zealand Best Use of Design/
Technology to Eliminate or Minimise a Risk) at the Awards on
May 25.
Prestige Ltd’s Health, Safety and Environment Manager Sergai
Davis says receiving the award was a humbling experience.
“Having seen the other finalists in our category I didn’t think
we’d have a chance. They were really innovative, smart ideas
so just being placed with them was recognition enough,” Sergai
says.
But he says receiving the award did demonstrate how safety isn’t
just about rules and regulations.

WINNERS: (L-R) SICK New Zealand’s Ross Winks alongside Prestige Ltd’s
Sergai Davis and Ron Norris with the New Zealand Workplace Health and
Safety Awards 2016 gong they received for their Post Puller device.

“It’s about having simple, logical tools that can be used by
everyone on a daily basis to address the safety hurdles in our
work places.”
Congratulations Prestige!
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Barnard Plumbing keeps an eye out for kids

SAFETY FIRST: Barnard Plumbing has installed reversing cameras in all
six of its work vans

Every two weeks a child is hospitalised for injuries
received from vehicles in private driveways, and a
further four to five children die each year from
these injuries.
But Barnard Plumbing Ltd, a sub-contractor working in
central and north/west Auckland for Spencer Henshaw
Ltd, has taken steps to help ensure no child is injured on
their watch by installing reversing cameras in all six of its
vans.
“We’ve been doing Housing New Zealand work for around
20 years and with the properties we go to there are often
children playing and running around,” says Wayne Barnard.
“The cameras just give you peace of mind when you hop in
the van – especially when you go to so many jobs in a day.”
It’s a simple and effective step that provides staff with
a clear view of the area immediately behind the vehicle

when reversing, improving safety and reducing the risk of
injury.
And Wayne says the cost, around $350 per van, is a small
price to pay.
“What value do you put on a child’s life?”
Nice work Barnard Plumbing!

Other safety tips when driving and reversing vehicles
• Where possible, park your work vehicle so that you can leave
the property by driving forward.

• Make sure it is safe and clear before you start reversing.
Take care, check and continually watch in your mirrors.

• ALWAYS walk around your vehicle to make sure the area is
clear and that there are no children or other obstacles in your
path.

• If you start reversing and can no longer see the way is clear
(long driveways, or a right-of-way for instance), stop and
walk around your vehicle to check again.

• Where possible, turn around and leave the property front
forward.

• Remember pedestrians and cyclists on footpaths may not
be visible and may move into your path very quickly.
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MAKING THE RIGHT CALL: Housing New Zealand Manukau Customer Service Centre Trainer Shahnaz Rustomjee pictured with Housing Advisor Moelasi Saunoa.

Site visit helps call-takers make spot-on decisions
Eight new Housing Advisors from Housing
New Zealand’s Manukau Customer Service
Centre were blown away by a property
visit with head contractor Spotless Facility
Services (NZ) on July 15.
As part of their induction, all new Housing Advisors (HAs) are
routinely taken through a vacant Housing New Zealand property
before they hit the phones to take calls from tenants.
Last month Customer Service Centre Trainer Shahnaz Rustomjee
says they took a new approach (suggested and co-ordinated by
HNZ Area Manager Julia Tou and Tenancy Manager Margaret
Petelo) by having three Spotless staff – Operations Team Leader
Richard Florence, Senior Supervisor Richard Jones, and Health
and Safety Auditor Racheal Te Toko - on hand to lend their
knowledge and expertise.
“It was just fantastic to have them there and have ‘the Richards’
talk through things and explain why it’s so important for our
advisors to assign a specific priority when they let jobs,” Shahnaz
says. “It’s given them an amazing understanding of how to make
good priority decisions.”
Housing New Zealand Contracts Manager for Spotless, Nick
Davidson, says it was a pleasure to be involved.
“We tried to give a good introduction to what a state house is,
the components we talk about, the maintenance standards, and
the smart questions to ask when a tenant calls. For example, if
there’s a problem with hot water, is the system gas or electric?
“From our perspective, asking the right questions really helps
us because the more information Housing Advisors can gather
from the tenant, the better we can service a request. We were

ON THE SPOT: The Spotless team were pleased to help

delighted to help out and provide some quality feedback on the
day-to day-issues that are identified in HNZ properties.”
The group visited two vacant south Auckland properties and
Shahnaz says the impact on the new staff was clear.
“They absolutely love it. They loved it because as much as we
talk through it and talk about the importance of good priority
decisions, it’s a whole different ball game to actually see the
house and its components and have the contractors give their
perspective on things.”
Housing New Zealand has a total of 48 Housing Advisors, and
five Team Leaders, working in its Manukau Customer Service
Centre.
All new advisors go through a three-week Induction program
incorporating ‘On Boarding’, Accounts and Maintenance
modules. There have been two inductions already this year with
a third starting in September.
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Santana paints his way to a brighter future

SUCCESS: Santana Henry has successfully completed the Skills for Industry
training programme thanks to Spencer Henshaw Ltd, his employers L&R Smalley,
Education Unlimited and the Ministry of Social Development.

When Santana Henry first picked up a paint brush
at the age of 15, he saw it simply as a way to make a
few dollars.
“My cousin introduced me to his uncle who was running a family
business and I just looked at it as a way of making money,” says
the now 20-year-old who hails from the far north.
But these days his perspective has changed.
“Now I know I can create a career out of painting,” he says. “And I
really can’t picture myself doing anything else in the future.”
Santana has recently participated in a Skills for Industry training
programme, jointly offered and funded by the Ministry of Social
Development and Housing New Zealand head contractor
Spencer Henshaw Ltd (SHL).
Lynda McGregor, Spencer Henshaw’s Human Resources and
Organisational Development Manager, explains:
“Our sub-contractors can participate in the programme if
they hire someone, for a minimum of 30 hours a week, who
is receiving the unemployment benefit. With MSD we then
organise and pay for education to up-skill not only the new
employee, but the employer too.”
Lynda says it’s a practical way of helping small organisations to
grow their staff and become more professional in their operation
without being held back by cost.
“The sub-contractors also receive $1,000 when they first employ
the new staff member and two further payments if the employee
is still with them after three and six months,” she says.
SHL’s training provider is the award-winning Education
Unlimited, run by Tina Rose.
“We provide the employees with training on topics such as
Workplace Communication, Money Management, Health and
Safety, and Literacy and Numeracy,” Tina says. “Our aim is to
have employees finish their course with a clear understanding of
their current skills, gaps to work on and specific future goals.”

They are lessons that have paid off for Santana Henry, who had
been unemployed for around a month before being taken on by
L&R Smalley Painters earlier this year.
“The course has just given me a different perspective on life. It’s
shown me the path I could take with painting, how to manage my
money and set goals. I want to travel the world one day and go to
Portugal to see where my family are from.”
On the other side of the equation, the benefits of the employer
training for L&R Smalley - run by brother and sister team David
and Lufi Smalley - have also been significant.
“We’re moving in a far better direction now with where the
business is at,” says Lufi, whose Auckland firm employs around
half a dozen staff and was led by her father until his unexpected
passing last year. “We have more confidence and we know
exactly what we’re doing”.
David and Lufi received training across topics like Leading for
Growth, Managing and Delegating, Workplace Communication
and Financial Management.
“Some of the tips we were given have really worked,” says David.
“We meet with our workers every morning now and we all
communicate so everyone knows what they’re doing for the day.”
They also created a business plan and were introduced to the
concept of a productivity calculator (to show how they could
most efficiently use their time). The decision to bring their
employment agreements back in-house, rather than pay for them
to be co-ordinated externally, has also given them more control
over their business and saved them money.
“We’d recommend participating in the programme because the
employer gets trained as well as the employee and it’s always
good to hear advice and learn some new things,” David says.
As for Santana, who helps to support his sister and her children,
the future is bright.
“I’m good at what I do and I’m confident at it. I’m really focussed
on this job at the moment and where it’s going to lead me.”

TEAM EFFORT: (L-R) Education Unlimited Workplace Trainer AJ Poyner, David
Smalley, Lufi Smalley, Santana Henry and Education Unlimited’s Director Tina
Rose. Santana and the Smalleys hold their Completion Certificates

Are you a head contractor who might be interested in taking a leaf out of SHL’s book, or an SHL subbie who’d like to participate in
the programme? Lynda McGregor would be happy to speak with you: lynda.mcgregor@spencerhenshaw.co.nz or 09 484 0182.
Or contact MSD’s employer line on 0800 778 008. You can also visit www.workandincome.govt.nz/business.
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Staying safe at work – our
new team is here to help
Housing New Zealand’s new Operational
Health, Safety and Security Advisor
(OHSSA) Team is now out in the field!
NANCY WAIN AUCKLAND

DARRYL VAN DER WESTHUIZEN DAVINIA HARVEY –
- SOUTH AUCKLAND
CENTRAL NORTH ISLAND

The six-strong team was established in late April and has an
operational focus – they’re all about providing practical support
and advice throughout a project’s lifecycle.
You’ll see them out and about, working closely with Housing
New Zealand’s Contract Managers – those folk who deal with
the day-to-day responsibilities associated with HNZ contracts.
Team Leader Nancy Wain says her colleagues, spread
nationally, are professional advisors who work side-by-side with
Housing New Zealand staff and contractors to build a safer
working culture together.

MIKE ASHBY –
NORTH AUCKLAND

WAYNE BENSON –
HUTT/SOUTHERN

JACQUES VAN HEERDEN –
CONTRACTOR ASSURANCE

“It may sound clichéd, but we really do want every single
person who works for Housing New Zealand to get home safely
to their families every night.”

Out in the field with Penny Homes
In July the OHSSA team visited Penny Homes, one of the companies
building new homes on Housing New Zealand’s 24-hectare McLennan
site in Papakura, south Auckland.
Nancy Wain says she and colleagues Mike Ashby and Jacques Van
Heerden were impressed by what they saw.
“There was a clear safety focus with scaffold nets in place and a really tidy
work site.”
Nancy says the business, which has been in the Auckland market for
around a year, is taking a positive and proactive approach to health and
safety.
“They’re trialling a safety app that allows staff to log incidents quickly
and easily using their mobile phones. And they’ve established a reward
programme, with financial benefits, for their staff and subbies who
demonstrate a top notch approach to health and safety.”
Penny Homes Managing Director Duane Francis says their business
processes are centred around continuous improvement.

COLLECTIVE EFFORT: Members of the Housing New Zealand
OHSSA Team meet with Penny Homes staff on-site in Papakura

“To raise the bar we’ve got to all move forward in support of each
other. Reporting on health and safety, positive or negative, should be
encouraged. It’s not a criticism of each other’s performance; it’s simply
about creating a positive feedback loop so we all have a safer, more
efficient workplace.”
And Duane says they enjoyed the HSSA team’s site visit.
“A big part of a successful health and safety management programme is
having PCBUs* collectively communicating and sharing ideas. Housing
New Zealand’s visit was a great example of that in action. It’s refreshing
to partner with a client who has an understanding of health and safety,
is proactive in their approach, and constructive with their ideas and
suggestions”.
*Person Conducting a Business or an Undertakings (Health and Safety at Work
Act 2015)

SCAFFOLD SAFETY: Penny Homes have added an extra level of
safety with the use of scaffold nets on their build site in Papakura.
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Finishing with a flourish…
It’s a widely accepted quirk of human nature that people are quick to complain, but slow to compliment.
To help reverse this trend, we end every issue of Contractor Connect on a high note. Here’s just a small
sampling of the positive feedback received by our Customer Services Centre about work recently done by
Housing New Zealand contractors.
Spotless Facility Services (NZ) Ltd
Damaged external door lock, south Auckland

Job:

Tenant feedback: “Customer called about the locksmith, Dennis, who attended this job. He was very polite and
showed empathy toward elderly tenants. She would like her compliments passed on.”

Switched On Group
Job:

Responsive Maintenance Ltd

Repair sliding door, Burwood

Unblock bath drain, Rotorua

Job:

Tenant feedback: “Tenant called to compliment the 		
contractor who attended this job. 		
He was fantastic! Very professional
and would have him at her property
to carry out work any day.
Job well done!”

Tenant feedback: “Tenant is impressed and amazed by
the prompt and efficient service of the
contractor that attended. She was very
happy with the workmanship and also
said he was a lovely person.”

Dunedin Housing Maintenance Company Ltd

Prestige Ltd

Job:

Exterior painting, Mosgiel

Tenant feedback: “Tenant called to praise the contractors 		
carrying out the exterior painting at her 		
property. She says they have been very 		
friendly but at no time has she felt her space
and privacy have been compromised. 		
Special mention was made of Ray.”

Secure post, Hastings

Job:

Tenant feedback: “Tenant called to say thank you for
getting the job done. He knew it was
a low-priority job and was really 		
thankful it was completed before he
woke up the next morning.”

Programmed Facility Management NZ Ltd
Job:

Install new hot water cylinder, east Auckland

Tenant feedback: “Tenant called to advise that Mike of JBM Plumbing was AMAZING. Nice, helpful and even
sorted a small issue she had at the front of the house. She says he needs to be wrapped in
cotton wool and made a national treasure!”

Spotless Facility Services (NZ) Ltd
Job:

Bathroom door stuck, Mt Roskill

Tenant feedback: “Tenant called this afternoon to compliment the tradesman that came out this morning.
She is so happy with the job and says he went the extra mile. Tenant advises she offered
him a coffee but he said he had jobs to do and declined gracefully. Job well done!”

More next issue!
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